
Casino Craps Made Easy From Beginner to
Advanced
The goal of craps is to bet on the outcome of two dice being rolled. There
are two main types of bets:

Pass/Don't Pass Bets: These bets are made before the point is
established. A pass bet wins if the shooter rolls a 7 or 11, while a don't
pass bet wins if the shooter rolls a 2, 3, or 12.

Come/Don't Come Bets: These bets are made after the point is
established. A come bet wins if the shooter rolls the point number
before rolling a 7, while a don't come bet wins if the shooter rolls a 7
before rolling the point number.

There are also a number of other bets that can be made on craps, but
these are the most basic and most common.

The point is the number that the shooter is trying to roll after the come-out
roll. If the shooter rolls the point number before rolling a 7, all pass line bets
win. If the shooter rolls a 7 before rolling the point number, all don't pass
line bets win.
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The odds are a side bet that can be placed on either a pass or come line
bet. The odds bet pays out at true odds, which means that the house has
no edge on this bet. The odds bet is a great way to reduce the house edge
on your craps bets.

Once you've mastered the basics of craps, you can start to learn some
advanced strategies. These strategies can help you to increase your
chances of winning. Some of the most popular advanced strategies
include:

Betting the Odds: As mentioned above, the odds bet is a great way to
reduce the house edge on your craps bets. By betting the odds, you
can increase your chances of winning over the long run.

Pressing Your Bets: Pressing your bets is a strategy where you
increase your bet size after each win. This strategy can help you to
quickly build up your winnings, but it can also lead to big losses if
you're not careful.

Fading the Crowd: Fading the crowd is a strategy where you bet
against the majority of the other players. This strategy can be
profitable if you're able to identify when the crowd is wrong, but it can
also be risky if you're not careful.

If you're new to craps, here are a few tips to help you get started:
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Start with small bets: Don't bet more than you can afford to lose.

Learn the basic bets: Before you start playing, make sure you
understand the different types of bets and how they pay out.

Don't be afraid to ask for help: If you're not sure about something,
don't be afraid to ask the dealer or a fellow player.

Have fun: Craps is a game of chance, so don't take it too seriously.
Just relax and enjoy the ride.

Craps is a fun and exciting game that can be enjoyed by people of all ages.
If you're looking for a new game to play, or if you're just looking to learn
more about casino games, then craps is a great option. Just remember to
gamble responsibly and have fun.
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